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CA Department of Transportation
Mono Chain Up Areas

Project Location:

Mono

Various
City

County

Please provide a Project Decription (Proposed Actions, location, and/or consequences).
The CA Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is proposing to make improvements to ten existing chain control turnouts
on U.S. 395 and build two new chain control turnouts; one on U.S. 395 near the SR 203 intersection (Mammoth Lakes) and
the other on U.S. 6 near Slim Princess Road. Due to increased traffic during winter weekends and holidays, existing chain
control turnouts can become crowded during peak times. Improvements to existing turnouts include new chain control
signs with attached flashing beacons, expanded pavement areas, and the addition of twenty-three solar or conventionallypowered lights. New chain control areas will be cleared of vegetation, graded, paved, paint striped, and have signs with
flashing beacons installed.

Please identify the project's significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The proposed project was deemed to have potential effects on scenic and biological resources and could have cumulative
impacts when considered in conjunction with proposed future projects. The source of these potential impacts is the
addition of lights throughout the scenic U.S. 395 corridor where there currently are few roadside light features. Caltrans has
proposed a measure (VIS-1 in document) that mandates the lights proposed on this project and chain up area lights
proposed on future projects can only be turned on (illuminated) when conditions necessitate the use of highway chain
control turnouts. The lights will be turned off again after the conditions have passed. With this mitigation measure in place,
Caltrans has proposed that the project will not have a significant impact on scenic resources, biological resources
(nocturnal, migratory and nesting species), or have significant cumulative impacts if additional lighting is added to highway
chain control turnouts on future projects.

Added 2010

continued
If applicable, please describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by agencies
and the public.
N/A

Please provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
N/A

